
00:23:45 Darri Murphy: please take off the banner in front of test 

00:24:19 Merriman Market Analyst: I don't see it Drri 

00:24:44 Darri Murphy: ooops it was mine 

00:28:50 Barbara Bernales: This is my second class and I missed where the quizzes are 

posted. Can you reshare? Thanks 

00:29:33 Barbara Bernales: I don’t have a workbook. 

00:29:46 Martha Geiger: I don't have one yet either in my portal 

00:29:47 Barbara Bernales: ok 

00:30:09 Darri Murphy: scroll way down 

00:30:12 Martha Geiger: I can't find it' 

00:30:14 huifang boo: It is there, I have mine 

00:30:16 Martha Geiger: Not at bottom 

00:30:17 Eleonore Charrez: no, I got it. it's all in 

00:30:19 Eleonore Charrez: thks 

00:30:19 Martha Geiger: of mine 

00:39:52 MJ: Question regarding the Cycle Type worksheet. Huifang brought up last week 

that the Trough count plus the crest counts don't always add up to the number listed under Either/Or 

column. Could you please cover this when appropriate? Thanks. 

00:41:26 Wyatt Fellows: I think it may because one crest or trough happened outside of the 

number of day variance? 

00:43:13 Wyatt Fellows: i was wondering the same thing mj...thats what i could come up with as 

a reason why 

00:43:29 Merriman Market Analyst: You can also have both crests and troughs occur in a 

period with a 10-day orb. 

00:45:37 huifang boo: My question is related to slide 51 of module 2 slides.  the no of crest 

and trough for the 50 week and primary cycle does not add up to the no in either/or 

00:45:38 Merriman Market Analyst: Remember, two planets in aspects or station is just one 

part of a CRD. A CRD has an orb of 3 trading days from its midpoint,. But a planetary aspect or station 

can have an 8-10 day orb from its date of occurrence 

00:53:05 MJ: Thanks, Wyatt and Ray. Maybe when we go through an example it'll be more 

clear to me. 

00:53:44 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Example will be appreciated 



00:55:08 Barbara Bernales: QE? Qualitative Easing? 

00:55:22 Barbara Bernales: Yes! 

00:55:30 Barbara Bernales: That’s what I meant 

01:01:01 Merriman Market Analyst: Going back to slide 51 in Class 2... yes, the reason they 

don't "add up" is because a 50-week cycle crest and trough occurred 10 trading days of one of those 

cases. Same with primary. I am not sure of major cycle >4%. I will need to go back and look at the dates 

covered in Vol 3 for this signature. Unfortunately, I am in Germany now and don't have that book with 

me. But if you study each date, it will tell you which cycles occurred during each instance of that aspect.. 

I believe it will be clear when you actually do the counts of each cycle in each instance as described 

there. I will check it out when I return if it is not clear before then. 

01:02:52 MJ: don't count twice 

01:04:11 huifang boo: So does that mean when we have a crest and trough happening within 

the same cycle, we only count it as 1 instance for either/or? 

01:04:35 MJ: Thank you--I think when I see it on the chart it'll make sense 

01:04:40 Wyatt Fellows: that would have been a hell of a 10 day trade then 

01:04:40 huifang boo: Got it. thanks 

01:07:56 Barbara Bernales: Are the short blue trend lines in the RSI showing divergence? 

01:08:23 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes 

01:09:36 Ibrahim Koné: 2 Dec 1980 

01:10:09 MJ: SO you count 1 crest and 1 trough since both happened, but in either/oe just 

count one 

01:11:58 Barbara Bernales: +7 would be 7 days after 12/2 right? 

01:12:10 MJ: yes thank you 

01:12:15 Barbara Bernales: …or 12/9? 

01:12:28 adam childs: would you usually pick the bottom as a reference 

01:17:40 MJ: thank you for the chart too 

01:28:22 huifang boo: I’m using tradingview 

01:30:02 Matthieu Kaiser: has anyone compared tradingview and stockcharts? if so, why 

would you prefer the one or the other? 

01:30:13 Martha Geiger: Ihave Trading View 

01:31:10 Renato Ricks: that's the labeling I have fwiw 

01:31:34 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Are you also using FAR w trading view 



01:31:38 Lian Handaja: I just signed up with Tradingview, too for the research project. I found it 

very user friendly. 

01:31:50 huifang boo: I use tradingview as it has market data for other markets outside of us 

01:33:02 Martha Geiger: I still haven't signed up for any astrological program.  I haven't had time 

to research and decide which is the best one to use for the least money 

01:33:08 huifang boo: I vaguely remember trying out stock charts and they don’t have data for 

asian market 

01:33:13 MJ: I used it this week for this lesson with treasuries and sometimes 3 weeks of 

candles not there---wondering if it's a contract switch or what? 

01:33:44 Lian Handaja: Yes. Same like Huifang, for market outside U.S. For U.S, I used TD 

Ameritrade, Thinkorswim. It's a very good charting program. It's free if you have an account with TD. 

01:34:06 Matthieu Kaiser: Many thanks HuiFang 

01:34:08 adam childs: so do these cycle lengths give us a clue to what planet couples to look at 

01:34:16 Martha Geiger: I have TD ameritrade, but it is limited as to how far it goes back 

01:34:37 Lian Handaja: It's true, Martha. 

01:34:39 huifang boo: I do find tradingview very intuitive and user friendly. 

01:35:07 Matthieu Kaiser: you're right that having data for markets outside the US is key 

01:35:35 Matthieu Kaiser: tradingview is more expensive, and that must be one of the 

reasons why 

01:36:35 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Any one use stock charts? 

01:38:20 Barbara Bernales: I use TradingView. Not well versed yet 

01:38:22 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Why are we looking at the Sun-Neptune aspects for the Dow? 

Which are the strongest C/S values for the primary cyles for the Dow? 

01:40:52 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thank you 

01:41:05 adam childs: So are the CRD days are different for each market 

01:42:17 huifang boo: Would the CRD signatures for the stock market in FAR be applicable for 

only US markets? or can it be used for other markets as well? 

01:43:38 Ibrahim Koné: I have a question regarding C/S value for long term study so related to 

course 2 what is the difference between extended and all columns when completing a study including 

Crest & Trough / central & extended ? 

01:43:49 Matthieu Kaiser: could you remind us what is included in clusters beside 

planetary aspects and stations? are there ingresses, eclipses or other geocosmic events? 

01:43:58 adam childs: Have you ever looked at cotton 



01:44:50 huifang boo: In this case, is there any way we can set a template for other 

instruments in FAR once we identified the relevant aspects? 

01:46:38 huifang boo: As in add our own CRD option for other markets in the MMA menu 

01:47:18 adam childs: Does the size of Primary cycles and major cycles give you a clue which 

planets have the most influence 

01:47:54 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks 

01:47:58 Ibrahim Koné: Ok so similar to either/or we just discussed - got it thanks! 

01:48:55 adam childs: great cool 

01:49:07 adam childs: not yet 

01:49:20 MJ: yep 

01:49:46 adam childs: just adam childs 

01:49:58 MJ: https://www.facebook.com/groups/165350825461339 

01:51:15 huifang boo: Noted with thanks 

01:52:36 din Uppal: Do you plan to look at Property - has anyone done research into 

Property and Cycles 

01:52:50 Martha Geiger: Very interested in real estate 

01:53:09 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Property as in real estate? 

01:55:42 din Uppal: Yes Real Estate 

01:55:51 MJ: what were the names of the astrologers? 

01:56:08 Merriman Market Analyst: Louise McWirther and Georgia Stathis 

01:56:27 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Manhattan was down however Brooklyn was hot 

01:56:48 MJ: thanks 

01:57:52 adam childs: So the 18year cycle in bonds could be the nodes 

01:58:39 Merriman Market Analyst: To Adam, yes, they do help us understand the 

correspondence top [primary or lesser cycles via their C/S values. 

01:59:10 adam childs: ok :-) 

01:59:42 Merriman Market Analyst: Bonds are 15-21 years, 

01:59:44 adam childs: thank you 

01:59:50 Dian Brown: Thanks everyone!! 

01:59:51 huifang boo: Thanks! 



01:59:59 Lian Handaja: Thank you! 

02:00:04 Ibrahim Koné: Thank you everyone! 


